“I love Watkins Mind Body Spirit.
I have the app on my iPad!
And the bookshop is one
of my favourite places in
London. I was one of the
regulars when I lived in
London and spent many
hours in there, making some
wonderful discoveries.”
ECKHART TOLLE,
AUTHOR OF THE POWER OF NOW
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AdeC: You have spoken of taking LSD as

“Being
the Light”

having ‘contact with the divine’. Could
you both describe what ‘contact with
the divine’ or your experience of ‘God
consciousness’ actually feels like in

FAR LEFT: Aged eighteen,
photographed in Chamdo en
route to Beijing, 1953.
Jan Vanis

the moment?

LEFT: At an entertainment
in Chamdo, 1953. Note the
People’s Liberation Army
personnel in the background.
Jan Vanis

Alex: God consciousness during

a psychedelic journey is like a
big homecoming. The Ultimate
Source of Being and reality
makes love to you through
the spectacle of the Visionary
imagination. Your mind and
the Universal mind become
congruent and you might
witness beautiful angelic or elf
like “beings” who communicate
elaborate scripts and symbol
displays, unfolding mandalas
referencing forms from every
known and unknown past and future
culture, somehow we see glowing
landscapes with alien architectures.
The boundaries between oneself and all
others seem to dissolve and our identity
expands until we feel a planetary body and
interconnectedness with all beings, even a
galactic and cosmic body. The suffering and joy of
all creatures seems to course through one’s own
being, back to the level of genetic perception of
our DNA gift from all our relations way back to
the first life on earth and in the cosmos. Finally
one realizes there are no boundaries, forms
or obstructions between you and the timeless
awareness that brought the universe into being.
It can feel like an internal fountain of orgasmic
pleasure without moving the physical body.
Consciousness, as a vehicle propelled by the
sacrament, arrives in heaven and recognizes they
are part of a net of beings all sharing the light of

ALEX & ALLYSON GREY

infinite love.
The psychedelic experience can also feel
like hell. You may see ugly shadows within your
unconscious that need to be faced.
In the funhouse mirror of our troubling
revelations, we learn karmic lessons, accelerating
psycho-dynamic healing. Leafing through
our Book of Trips, I found this entry, “Now I
remember why I do this; a return to spiritual
home base, a clearing out of psychic cobwebs, an
immersion in kaleidoscopic beauty at the core of
one’s soul.” There are so many ways to contact
the divine because God is always present, but I
needed the medicine to wake me up.

Allyson: After evolving with psychedelics for

Alex & Allyson Grey

three years, I was a twenty-year-old, agnostic,
Jewish art student when I read Ram Dass’ book,
Be Here Now. In order to “see the white light”
myself, as Ram Dass had, I felt encouraged to take
an LSD journey in a style I had never tried - lying
silently in a darkened room with some spiritual
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CONSCIOUSNESS

Love is a Cosmic Force
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Most scientists would say that the
rom time immemorial, thinking
order we find in the universe is not
people have asked, why am I
intended: it is the outcome of random
here? Is there a meaning for my
interactions. However, an unbiased
up
existence? The answers they came
re-assessment of the way evolution
with were as varied as those who asked
unfolds in the universe leads to a
them. Skeptics dismissed queries about
different conclusion. The processes
the meaning of existence as meaningless
of evolution are not random and they
and not meriting further consideration.
a distinct directionality: they
manifest
the
took
Religious and spiritual people
and
drive or tend toward particular states
that
questions seriously and suggested
conditions. These states and conditions
serve
the meaning of our existence is to
are discoverable and, at least in general
the will of God, or of a divine spirit
terms, they are also describable.
and
however they named it. Scientists
There can be meaning underlying
that
secular thinkers have mostly denied
a nonrandom process that unfolds
there would be a meaning underlying
in a particular direction. We should
our existence, or any existence. The
be able to discover that meaning by
have
things we create on purpose could
in which the
direction
the
examining
a meaning: it is the purpose for which
first
process unfolds. Here we examine
and
we created them. But human beings
the direction in which physical states
other things that emerge independently
and conditions evolve in the universe,
have
of human will and intention do not
the
and then the direction suggested by
a further meaning. They are the products
evolution of mind and consciousness.
of natural processes that happened
without anybody intending them.
PHYSICAL EVOLUTION:
The paradigm emerging at the
THE EMERGENCE OF
cutting edge of science offers a different
SYSTEMS
COHERENT
answer*. It suggests that we, as other
(1) The presence of coherent
things in nature, could have a meaning
systems in the universe
be
could
there
since
for our existence
Coherent systems from atoms to galaxies
something like intent, will or purpose
are present in the universe. How such
in nature. This traditionally esoteric
systems would have evolved has puzzled
of
tenet has been revived by a number
both mystics and scientists. While
leading scientists, including Max Planck,
Abrahamic, Hermetic, Vedic, and Daoist
Carl
Albert Einstein, Wolfgang Pauli, and
of
visionaries ascribed the emergence
Gustav Jung, among others. They talked
agency,
coherent systems to supernatural
about an intelligence that would underlie
scientists searched for natural causes.
and
the existence of things, both living
It is evident that the things that
random
a
not
is
nonliving. The universe
exist in space and time are not a
events,
collection of unrelated things and
are
chance assembly of their parts: they
but an integral and intelligible whole.
intrinsically and extrinsically remarkably
a
Operating through the laws of nature,
coherent. “Intrinsic coherence”
things
cosmic intelligence orders the way
the
up
make
that
parts
means that the
emerge and persist in space and time.
system are interconnected, so that
However, until recently the majority
every element is responsive to every
is
of scientists maintained that there
other element. “Extrinsic coherence”
no meaning underlying the processes
in turn means that the system is
Weinberg
Steven
of nature. Physicist
similarly connected with other systems.
said, “I believe there is no point that
a
Evolution in the universe exhibits
can be discovered by the methods
drive or tendency toward intrinsically
of science. I believe what we have
and extrinsically coherent systems.
found so far—an impersonal universe
The evolution of coherent systems
which is not particularly directed
calls for an explanation, because it
towards human beings—is what we
if
has become clear that chance, even
are going to find. And that when we
over
involving a large number of systems
find the ultimate laws of nature they
cannot account for
time-scales,
large
impersonal
will have a chilling, cold,
the facts. The search-space of possible
quality about them” (cited in Laszlo,
combinations of the elements that
Science and the Akashic Field, 2007).

David Lynch on
TRANSCENDENTAL

The processes
of evolution are
not random and
they manifest
a distinct
directionality.

THE DALAI LAMA:
An Extraordinary Life

make up complex systems is so vast
have
that random trial-and-error would
greatly exceeded the available time
frames. The complex systems we call
The
living are astonishingly coherent.
of 1014
human body, for example, consists
biocells, and each cell produces 10,000
electrochemical reactions every second.
12
die
Every twenty-four hours 10 cells
and are replaced. Molecules, cells and
or
organ systems resonate at the same
at compatible frequencies and interact
the
at various speeds, ranging from
slow (among hormones and peripheral
(along
high
very
the
to
nerve fibers),
the Ranvier rings of myelin-shielded
nerves). The interactions are precisely
correlated, involving quantum-type
“entanglements” in addition to classical
physical-biological interactions.
There were over thirteen billion
years available for the evolution of
physical systems, and over four billion
for the evolution of biological systems.
This span of time, though enormous,
is insufficient to explain the presence
of the systems we find in nature. The
and
probability that even the simplest
most fundamental biological organisms
would have come about through a
is
random shuffling of their elements
nearly zero. The DNA-mRNA-tRNA-rRNA
transcription and translation system,
basic to living systems, is so complex
and precise that it is astronomically
improbable that living organisms would
and Consciousness.
the
What Is Reality? The New Map of Cosmos
evolve by a chance combination of
* See Ervin Laszlo with Alexander Laszlo,

by Alexander Norman

of modern times,
One of the most revered public figures
and compassion resonates
the Dalai Lama’s message of peace
And yet, for all his
with people of all faiths and none.
elusive.
worldwide fame, he remains personally

New York: Select Books, 2016.
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“I try to give a feel
of what it is like
to encounter
Dorje Drakden.”

ERVIN LASZLO
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ABOVE RIGHT: Precious
Protector, the Victor,
Lion Among Men,
Wish-Fulfilling Jewel,
Ocean of Wisdom,
earthly manifestation of
Chenresig, Bodhisattva
of Compassion.
Dharamsala, 2018.
Office of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama
ABOVE: Into exile: a
moment of respite, 1959.
Office of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama
RIGHT: Receiving the
1989 Nobel Peace Prize
in Oslo.
Eystein Hanssen/
Scanpix Norway/
PA Images
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Bookshelf

BY
THE DALAI LAMA: THE BIOGRAPHY
by
ALEXANDER NORMAN, published
(464 pages)
Rider Books, IIlustrated Hardback

As I walk up the steps to the open
door
of his woodwork studio in the Hollywood
Hills, I spot David Lynch seated
in the far
corner, wearing an old black boiler
suit.
As I get closer I can see he’s working
on a
strange looking object which he
explains
is a clay lamp that he had made
for his
wife. We spend some time talking
about
the lamp and why he wants to mend
it
and I quickly get the sense that what
he’s
communicating to me can be processed
on different levels. It’s a taste of
what
will come during our meeting and
before
long he’s sharing his thoughts on
topics
11
such
as Transcendental Meditation,
the evolution of consciousness and
the
mysterious origins of creativity.
We’ve
split the interview into two parts,
this
first part being about TM.
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by Alexander de Cadenet

A SHORT TREATISE ON THE
MEANING OF EXISTENCE

Part 1 of an
Exclusive Interview

•

AN INTERVIEW WITH
ALEXANDER DE CADENET
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KEY FACTS
• Frequency: Quarterly
• Price: £4.95
• Trusted by over 280,000 readers worldwide
• Readership: 49% Male, 51% Female
• Published by Watkins bookshop in London and dates
back to John Watkins’ 1893 Book Notes
• Available in the UK to Watkins customers, at WHSmith
outlets, high street newsagents and healthfood shops.
• Large International reach:
Available in the USA at WholeFoods and Barnes&Noble
stores, plus in over 20 countries worldwide, including:
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Italy,
Germany, Belgium, Greece, Austria, etc.
• 220K digital readers, including over 50,000 readers on
Apple Newsstand, Google Play, Kobo and Nook

CONTACT: JOANNE FABIASCHI / EMAIL: ADS.KINDRED@GMAIL.COM / TEL: 0207 859 4869
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DISPLAY ADVERTISING

WEB ADVERTISING

Full Page

Half Page

Half Page

Quarter Page

Newsletter

Website

590px x 100px

250px x 250px

£405

£200

£250

$585

$290

$360

(full bleed)
87mm × 261mm
210mm x 297mm
(+5mm bleed)

178mm × 128mm

£1400

$1015

£705
$1015

£705

87mm × 128mm

$2015

• VAT: Ad rates are provided exclusive of 20% VAT
• Special Positions: Outside Back Cover & Inside Front Cover and Inside Back Cover add 15%
(only available as a full page with full bleed; artwork & copy for these positions are subject to
the editors’ approval.) Any other requested page position - add 10%.
• Series Rates: 5% for two issues, 7.5% for three issues, 10% for four issues.
• Group discounts available across our market-leading titles.
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2022 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
ISSUE
Winter 2022, #68 (100 List issue)
Spring 2022, #69
Summer 2022, #70
Autumn 2022, #71
Winter 2022, #72 (100 List issue)

AD DEADLINES
07 December, 2021
03 March, 2022
09 June, 2022
22 September, 2022
01 December, 2022

Watkins MIND BODY SPIRIT
is a quarterly magazine
published by UK’s oldest
esoteric bookshop.

Newsletter

Monthly newsletter sent to Watkins magazine
& bookshop email subscribers with the latest
book picks and magazine articles.
• When: 1st and 3rd Friday of each month.
• Artwork due: 4 weeks prior to the email date.
• Example: http://goo.gl/6EkiWr

Website www.watkinsmagazine.com
ON SALE DATE
13 January, 2022
07 April, 2022
14 July, 2022
27 October, 2022
12 January, 2023
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HOW TO SUPPLY YOUR DISPLAY ADS:

• Artwork should be supplied as PDF (PDF/X1-A compliant) or high quality JPG by email.
• All graphics and images within ad must be CMYK and at least 300dpi resolution
otherwise they will be rejected by our online print production system.
• Full page Ads must include crop marks and an additional 5mm bleed.
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HOW TO BOOK YOUR ADS:

• Email Joanne Fabiaschi on ads.kindred@gmail.com or call 020 7859 4869.
Please include your name, address and telephone when emailing us.
• Please make a payment with your booking by: Credit or Debit card.
If sending a written order please give the card number, the expiry date and security code;
PayPal payment sent to web@watkinsbooks.com (accepting £ GBP or $ USD according
to the current exchange rate); or Cheque in £ GBP.
• We can design your advert for you - please contact us for details.
CONTACT: JOANNE FABIASCHI / EMAIL: ADS.KINDRED@GMAIL.COM / TEL: 0207 859 4869

Our new website is an online destination for
the latest Watkins MBS highlights, favourite
articles from the recent issues, best new book
releases and videos from the talks at Watkins.
• When: Website ads can be placed at any time.
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HOW TO SUPPLY YOUR WEB ADS:

• Please supply your ad by email as a GIF or
JPG file with a link to your site
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ADVERTISING TERMS & CONDITIONS

• Advertisers and their agents warrant that copy, text,
display and illustrations will not infringe any common law
or statutory copyright, right of privacy or other right of any
other person, firm or corporation and will contain no matter
that is libellous or otherwise objectionable.
• While every effort is made to ensure that advertisements
appear correctly Watkins will not be held responsible for
errors or delay in delivery.
• We reserve the right to make an additional charge for designing web advertisements involving difficult composition
or major alterations to copy and layout.
• All ads are subject to Watkins approval. We reserve the
right to reject or cancel any advert at any time.
• We reserve the right to change ad rates at any time.
• We cannot guarantee to implement any alterations to copy
received after the copy deadline
• Any booked ads (including series bookings) which are later
cancelled will incur an admin charge (min. £20).

Like the famous bookshop, the
magazine covers a wide range
of subjects from contemporary
spirituality to self development
and Western mysticism to
Eastern philosophy.
Every issue presents the most
anticipated book releases
and specially commissioned
articles by world-renowned
MBS authors.

